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Whether you work as a graphic designer, with a creative director at a design agency, or from home as a freelancer, you need to get in touch with some pretty frustrating clients. There is no easy way to get clients out of hell, but you can use their ridiculous requests for your own inspiration. This project
from Zerono collates all the ridiculous quotes they have received from clients over the years and turn them into some pretty nice typography posters. This is a hilarious and often shocking insight into what clients want from designers. If you heard these stories while doing a project, it may be time to dump
the client, but if that's not an option, you could turn it into such a fun project. Have you heard of any of these yourself? Every designer has their own priorities for their portfolios. Some want to hit visitors immediately with all the important work, others prefer to introduce themselves and their practice in a
calmer and more thoughtful way, yet rather want to go for their own unique, attention-seeking approach. But if you do it, a strong portfolio is one of the best ways to drum up the job (already remember the importance of knowing the network), and if you're stuck for an angle to introduce your own project,
we've got some useful inspiration for you. Here are six of the best design portfolios of the year, each with its own approach and unique touch. Take a look at them and see what appeals to you and use what you think is most effective when you are making a portfolio that reflects your own work.7 free
portfolio hosting options. &amp; Walsh &amp; Walsh: Big and bold in a powerful ampersand game (Image Credit: &amp; Walsh) Without covering one of the biggest agency news of the year, talking about the best graphic design portfolio of 2019 is our dismissal: Jessica Walsh parted company with Stefan
Sagmeister, launched her own operation. Black Friday deals: See all the best offers now! are part of just 0.1% of creative agencies founded by women and notable for their diligent collection of 50 custom ampasands &amp; Walsh, as well as a selection of colourful client jobs It has a big, bold portfolio site
that shows its own headline-grabbing branding. SawdustSawdust's minimal sites put the front and center of the image (image credit: sawdust) It is essential to provide information about your process in your portfolio, but it is an image that attracts people. It's good to lead it and follow up with all relevant
case study information. This is the approach we took on portfolio sites with minimal sawdust. The award-winning London studio prides itself on creating exploratory and beautifully made pieces.focuses on the image, displays an image-only slideshow, and clicks until the last slide to find out more about the
project. Julie Bonnemoy Who can resist virtual lava lamps? (Image credit: Julie Bonnemoy) Julie Bonnemoy, a freelance designer based in Amsterdam and Paris, creates brand identity, websites, packaging, retail concepts, illustrations and everything in between. Her portfolio site uses various scrolling
and paras differential effects to display images, providing a fascinating window into her work, as well as stunning ripple transitions as she scrolls through the headlines on her main project page. But what we really love is the virtual mule lamp, where vector blob of large gradient shades is morphed floating
around the welcome text, guaranteed to scroll down to find out more. Kamiya RandNaohiro's bubley portfolio is the studio of Nagoya-based art director and graphic designer Naohiro Jingu, and if you enjoy the blobvines of Julie Bonnemoy's portfolio, you're likely to kick it out of the portfolio's website. The
gentle movement-filled main index page invites you to scroll or drag a selection of bubble-wrapped projects that gently morph ripples when you click on them before expanding them to a more detailed project page. The dedicated portfolio page is a big field of bubbles that you drag around, but for more
information, click on the items you're looking for interesting. The pleasure of navigation, Kamiya's portfolio is a great exercise in providing a lot of visual interest while not losing your job. Joe Morjo Mo doesn't take his words lightly (image credit: Joe Mo) Montreal-based designer Joe Mo, who specializes in
web and identity design, has a site that ticks all the right boxes when it comes to typography, parakesight and split-screen effects on your face, but what we really love is Joe's sense of humor. When he's talking about his identity work for a chiropractor, when you open up with the opinion that a
chiropractor is a charlatan of a new age, you know you're in someone funny and this tone is a great way for you to keep clicking on all his projects. Humor is a tricky thing to get the right thing to do. Try to be too strong, hit the wrong note and you're likely to put people off, but Mor pretty nailed it. .06. David
McGillivray The perfect site for those afraid to hire designers (Image Credit: David McGillivray) Hiring a designer can be a difficult prospect for many clients, so David McGillivray's innovative approach to the design portfolio I'm sure it should be a welcome sight for many visitors. Always engaging, but
instead of leading an image that doesn't actually tell clients much about the process of working with a designer, McGillivray put everything on the line with a text-based opener and details who he is.He does how he works and, importantly, what he is likely to charge. It's a refreshingly open attitude and
thankfully doesn't take the picture lightly. Simply hover over the entry in the index column on the right and the text will be replaced by a project image, and when you click on it, you'll be moved to a more detailed case study that will give you an insight into McGillivray's work. Related article: If you're going to
be a graphic designer, you need a graphic design portfolio, even if you have little real experience and no clients. Whether you're using a traditional album of printed samples or a sample of works from a more modern online collection, you'll need to start somewhere. Aim for a variety of projects to
showcase the diversity of your portfolio. If you specialize in illustrations, you need to make them stand out in your portfolio. If you are the web designer you want, include web design. You can include school design samples even if you don't ally work as a graphic designer. Volunteers doing pro bono work
for local justification, both for printing and online. Both are specific portfolio samples. Conclude the work sample for each task you design. scyther5/Getty Images Almost all designers need today's web design experience. In addition to including samples of the web page you are working on, it also includes
individual elements such as logos, navigation buttons, and animations. It's good to be able to include mockups, personal design projects, and school designs in your portfolio. Choose your best job. Patria Ali/Getty Images Most graphic designers for web and prints are called to design a logo at some point.
Include the finished logo and the variations you made to reach the finished version. Also, a fictional redesign of a well-known existing logo can show off your imagination and style. paseven / Getty Images Now we reach a project designed for traditional portfolio content, printing. Even if you don't plan to
work on ink paper, the design shows your strengths and approach to design. Use what you have from your school project and round it with what's missing. An example of an item that appears in your portfolio is a business card: start small, design your own business card, or redesign an existing company's
card. Brochures: Ubiquitous character folding, three-panel brochures are often the star (or fall) of the print portfolio. Why is that? Because you need to know where the creases fall off and how to adjust the position of the text to accommodate those creases. Design your own promotional brochure.
Packaging: Examples of package design show your design skills and ability to visualize the special requirements of a piece that requires complex folding before delivery. You need to take the folds and glue areas of the account. If you are not ally involved in the packaging, you will need to manufacture
your own sample products. This figure showsFor the bar of soap at the top of this page to predict the needs of folding. Posters and flyers: Include posters and flyers, even if you need to include a scaled-down version of the poster. It should show off your best design talent and be very readable and eye-
eye-eye-eye-eye-drawn. Your portfolio is a conversation starter, so be prepared to answer questions about how you designed the samples in your portfolio. If you don't have a good desktop printer that creates a clear copy of the sample, visit the color copy copy shop to show off your design. Design.
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